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DS2



Aluminum enclosure  
in silver or black 

Every component of the  
DS2 line has the same dimensions 

Under the hood: 
Latest state-of-the-art high-end
electronic components 



What is Box Design DS2 ? 
Pro-Ject Audio Systems was founded in 
1991 with the vision to design and build 
high-quality record players for a reasonable 
price. Since the very beginning, our  
philosophy has been to design products in a 
functional manner and to omit unnecessary 
buttons or features. Sound quality first is 
our dedication! The aesthetic of Pro-Ject  
products is driven by their audio functio-
nality, so the user can concentrate on the  
essential goal:

Experience music with all of your senses.

Over the years, we‘ve created a complete 
line of analogue products to suit all  

listening demands. Throughout this time, 
we‘ve always strived create products with the  
highest sound quality, designed and made in 
Europe, for the best price possible.

The success of our early analogue products 
has lead us to develop hi-fi electronics  
engineered and manufactured according 
to the same principles as our acclaimed  
turntables. The result of this approach is our 
Box Design product line. 
Our DS2 series is a full range of hi-fi stereo 
electronic components designed for ever-
yone who wants to experience hi-fi stereo in 
superior quality.



Every DS2 product is available with  wooden side 
panels in walnut, rosewood or eucalyptus. 



Why Box Design DS2? 
As with every Box Design line, our DS2  
series is designed as a modular product 
range. This means you can customize your 
music system to have the features you want.

The cabinets of the components are 
small enough to fit in almost any space. 
The enclosures are made of high-grade  
aluminum, available in silver or black. 
Optional side panels, made from European 
wood, are perfectly aligned and matched to 
the finish of our woodgrain turntables. The 
machined aluminum buttons have the same 
finish as the housing, giving the products a 
high class appearance never before seen in 
this price range.

The interior circuit design consists of the 
latest state-of-the-art technologies and 
will satisfy the high expectations of any  
advanced hi-fi music lover.

If you‘re not particular about having  
multiple dedicated components, or just don’t 
have the space, we offer the MaiA DS2 as an  
all-in-one solution. It features a pre-amp, 
phono stage, headphone amp, power amp, 
analogue stage, digital-to-analog converter 
and even bluetooth streaming. 
The DS2 series is the ideal choice for  
delving deeper into high-end audio playback 
in a moderately size format with a beautiful, 
long-lasting enclosure.





HiFi Stereo DS2 Set



Speaker Box  
5 DS2

MaiA DS2

Speaker Box  
5 DS2

Digital Source Analogue Source

Connect it DSConnect it DS

1Xpression Carbon ClassicPC/Mac/Smartphone

Connect it Phono RCA CCBluetooth / USB 



HiFi Stereo DS2 Set 
This system is for anyone who wants to enjoy their music in higher  
quality with a simple set up. MaiA DS2 is the perfect solution if you‘d prefer 
not having too many boxes. As an analogue source, we recommend our 
1Xpression Carbon Classic turntable, the 6th generation of the hi-fi classic 
Pro-Ject 1, which was first released in 1991.

It‘s also possible to connect your TV via the optical or analogue input, 
to get a better overall movie watching experience with superior sound  
performance.

Control your system with our self-developed Box Control app, with the  
included IR remote or simply with the mechanical potentiometer.



Advanced HiFi Stereo DS2 Set
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Advanced HiFi Stereo DS2 Set 
The ideal system for anyone who wants to add even more source  
components like the CD Box DS2 T or a streamer, which allows a user 
to listen wirelessly to high-res digital audio. As our analogue source, we  
choose the RPM 3 Carbon turntable, which features a low-resonance 
chassis that holds an inverted platter bearing with ceramic ball for redu-
ced rumble. An outboard 16V AC motor is smoothly driven using an ultra- 
precise AC generator with DC power supply for further enhanced speed  
stability. The Speaker Box 10 DS2 is ideal for delivering high-resolution 
musical information and accurate reproduction of the musical soundstage.

Control your system with our self-developed Box Control app, with the  
included IR remote or simply with the mechanical potentiometer.





Analogue HiFi Stereo DS2 Set 
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Analogue Hifi Stereo DS2 Set
The Analogue Hifi Stereo DS2 Set is dedicated to the pure analogue  
audio fan who seeks the ultimate in high-end sound performance.  
All components are truly analogue – there is no digital circuitry. The Tube 
Box DS2 benefits from outstanding circuit technology developed by Dr. 
Sykora, ensuring a wonderfully involving natural sound.

The Classic SB Superpack is the ideal turntable for this set, as it features 
an MC cartridge which adds breathtaking dynamics to the already warm 
sound of the system. All components are aesthetically matched with the 
same walnut woodgrain finish to get a perfectly coherent look and feel.





Headphone DS2 Set 
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Headphone DS2 Set 
The Headphone DS2 Set consists of two highly advanced and  
versatile products: the DAC Box DS2 ultra and the Head Box DS2 B.  
Together they will unleash the full potential of every record and  
headphone available. The DAC Box DS2 ultra offers support for the  
highest resolutions on the market, while the Head Box DS2 B sports  
incredible power to drive even the most demanding headphones. 

With the advanced feature set of both units, you will be able to customize 
your sound to exactly suit your preferences.





Digital HiFi Stereo DS2 Set 
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Digital HiFi Stereo DS2 Set 
The Digital HiFi Stereo DS2 Set is the perfect mix of two-channel HiFi and 
a modern headphone listening rig. It features a pair of Speaker Box 5 DS2 
bookshelf speakers, the advanced Pre Box DS2 digital, the powerful Amp 
Box DS2 and the linear power supply Power Box DS2 Sources. 

These products are all known for their great value and generous feature 
set. With advanced and acclaimed technology, we are able to offer the  
customer the sound they deserve. By effectively protecting the Pre Box  
DS2 digital from the noisy and distorted sound of the mains with the linear  
power supply Power Box DS2 Sources, you will enjoy a clearer sound with 
better stereo imaging.



Control it DS/RS
Control several Box Design components with 
a single all-in-one IR remote.
 



Housing front panel made 
from brushed aluminum.



Free Box Control App available 
for Android and iOS



Box Control App
Allows easy control of MaiA DS2 and other IR  
controlled devices from Pro-Ject. 

Add Remote Box S2 to your setup, if it does not include an IR controlled device. 



DS2 Overview 

Pre Amplifier 
Device to connect and switch analogue and/or digital sources.  
Amplifies the signal for a power amplifier which drives the speakers.

Integrated Amplifier 
Combines pre and power amplifier in one device. 

Power Amplifier 
Amplifies the signal from the pre amplifier to power and drive the  
speakers.

Headphone Amplifier
Amplifies analogue and/or digital signals to drive headphones. 
Some integrated amplifiers and pre amplifiers have a headphone 
amplifier built-in.

Phono Amplifier
Device to connect a turntable to a pre amplifier, integrated  
amplifier or any other audio device (such as AV receivers) which 
do not have a built-in phono pre amplifier. Amplifies and equalizes 
the phono signal to a standard line-level signal. 

Some phono amplifiers also create a digital output which is used 
for digital recordings.

D/A Converter 
Device to connect and switch digital sources. Converts a digital 
signal to an analouge one. Requires a pre and power amplifier. 

Streamer  
The “modern CD player“. Works wired or wirelessly and plays  
digital files which are stored on a PC, USB stick or a network drive 
(NAS). Plays music from the „cloud“ via streaming services.

Power Supplies 
An upgrade to the standard power supplies. Cleans power from 
the mains by filtering interferences, which leads to even better 
state-of-the-art sound quality. Some power supplies are able to 
power multiple Box Design products and allow an elegant single 
power cable solution. 

Some DS2 components are listed more then once because 
they feature more than one main function. 

Term definitions 



DS2 Overview 

Pre Amp Power AmpIntegrated Amp 

Pre Box DS2 digital 

Amp Box DS2 MaiA DS2 Head Box DS2 B 

Headphone Amp 

Pre Box DS2 analogue

Amp Box DS2 Mono MaiA DS2 

Pre Box DS2 digital 



Phono Box DS2  

Phono Amplifier 

Phono Box DS2 USB 

Tube Box DS2 

Streamer

Stream Box DS2 T 

Power Supplies 

Power Box DS2 AmpDAC Box DS2 Ultra 

D/A Converter

Pre Box DS2 digital

DS2 Overview 

Power Box DS2 Sources

Power Box DS2 MaiA



Remote Controls CD - Player

CD Box DS2 T 

DS2 Overview 

CD Box DS2  Remote Box S2 

Control it DS/RS Control it RSBox Control App




